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Powerful Magnetic Material can be harmful to pacemakers and 

sensitive electronic devices.   

 

If using pacemakers or hearing aids, stay back 3 feet as these 

magnets can be harmful to these devices.  

 

Use extreme caution while unpacking.  

 

Use proper safety equipment and handling techniques as 

described in the Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual.  

 

Can harm cell phones and/or credit cards.  

 

For more information on handling instructions contact: 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Isochem Series pumps use sealless technology 

which eliminates the need for a rotary mechanical 

seal and enables the pump to handle hazardous 

fluids safely with zero leakage. 

 
Some Isochem Gear pumps accept standard NEMA 

56C and 143/5TC motors. This enables the pumps 

to be close coupled which provides greater 

assembled strength, complete enclosure of all 

moving parts and compact design. This also 

eliminates the need for special base plate 

mountings, couplings or complicated drives. 

Isochem Gear pumps are also available to accept   

standard large flange C face metric motors with feet 

in 71, 80 and 90 L frame sizes. 

 
All Isochem pumps transmit rotation from the motor 

shaft to the pump shaft by means of a magnetic 

drive coupling. The principle of operation of the 

magnetic drive coupling is that an encapsulated 

driven magnet assembly is mounted on the end of 

the pump shaft. It is then contained by a closed end 

"can" which seals against the pump front housing 

with a static Teflon O-ring. Then a drive magnet 

assembly attached to an electric motor shaft rotates 

around the containment can. When the drive magnet 

assembly rotates, lines of magnetic force cause the 

driven magnet assembly to rotate which in turn 

causes the pump shaft to rotate. 

 
The magnetic drive couplings for all Isochem Series 

are designed for satisfactory operation of the pump.    

The magnetic couplings have a built-in safety 

feature which allows them to "decouple" if the 

coupling torque limit (listed in the pump specification 

chart) is exceeded. This could happen if a piece of 

foreign material were to jam the pump   gears or if 

unusually high torque was developed on   pump 

start-up. Unlike many other magnetic drive pumps 

Isochem pumps use permanent, rare earth magnets 

which can run decoupled without losing their 

magnetic strength provided magnet temperature 

does not exceed 450°F (232°C).  

Note: If the pump is allowed to run for an 

extended period of time decoupled, high 

temperatures could be generated which 

ultimately would cause the loss of magnetic 

strength. 

Isochem pumps have all the standard features of 

ECO Gearchem pumps such as continuous operation 

over wide temperature and pressure variations, self-

priming, constant volume pulsation free flow, able to 

handle wide viscosity variations and ease of 

inspection and maintenance. 

 
To achieve successful operation and maximum life 

from your pump make sure that the pump is 

compatible with the service and operating conditions 

of your application. The pump materials of 

construction and other details are specified by the 

pump model number. This along with the "Significant 

Model Numbering System and Selection Table" will 

fully describe the components of the pump. 

 

EQUIPMENT INSPECTION 
 

1. Check all equipment for completeness 

against the order and for any evidence of 

shipping damage. Shortages or damage 

should be reported immediately to the carrier 

and to your Isochem representative. 

 
2. If the pump is not going to be installed 

immediately, the following steps should be 

taken: 

o Leave pump in original shipping 
carton. 

o Store indoors in a dry ambient 

atmosphere. Avoid temperature 

variations. 
o Leave all shipping plugs in place. 
o Contact the motor manufacturer for 

specific motor storage information. 

 
3. These instructions should be read carefully 

by the personnel responsible for installation, 

operation and maintenance of the equipment 

and kept in a convenient place for ready 

reference. It is recommended that a copy of 

the Isochem order be kept with this manual 

as well as a written record of the pump model 

and serial number which is on the name tag 

attached to the pump. A space has been 

provided inside the front cover of   the 

manual to record these numbers. 
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 INSTALLATION  

(SEE FIGURE 1) 
 

1. Pump installation site should provide easy 

access for routine maintenance and where 

possible to protect the pump from the 

elements and from leaks or drips from nearby 

process equipment. 

 

2. Bolt the pump motor down firmly to mounting 

surface. Provide for air movement over electric 

motor. 

 

3. Looking at the pump from the magnetic drive 

end, the suction port is to the right when the 

pump drive shaft rotates clockwise and is 

located below the ports. Reversing drive shaft 

rotation reverses flow and thus suction and   

discharge ports. Verify proper motor rotation 

before final piping. 

4. To check system operation, installation 

of vacuum/pressure gauges in the 

suction and discharge lines is 

recommended. 

 

5. Keep suction lines short and straight to 

minimize friction loss to the pump.   

Make sure that the pump will not run   

dry. Flooded suction or gravity feed of 

fluid to pump inlet is generally preferred. 

 

6. Use only full-bore ball valves or gate 

valves in the suction piping. If suction 

strainers are used size them to minimize 

pressure drop and select those of a type 

that are easily cleaned. 

 

7. Arrange all suction piping and fittings to 

prevent formation of air pockets. Make 

sure all joints are airtight. 

 

8. Flush and blow out all suction lines prior 

to mating up to pump. Use nipples and 

unions, for ease of maintenance. 
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9. Do not spring piping, either suction or 

discharge when mating up to the pump. Use 

supports or hangers at intervals as required. 

When necessary, provide for thermal 

expansion and contraction so no strain is 

placed upon the pump. 

 
10. Check all bolts and nuts for tightness. Correct 

any conditions which could cause destructive 
vibration or leakage. 

 
11. Where required, provide proper system for 

containment can recirculation. 

 
12. If start-up screens are used, be sure they do 

not clog and starve suction. Start-up screens 

should be removed prior to placing system into 

regular operation. 

 
13. If flexible suction lines are used, be sure their 

selection and installation will prevent wall 

collapse and thus a starved suction condition. 

 
14. When taking suction from a tank or vessel, 

avoid entry of sludge, solids, etc. into suction 

line by placing suction line inlet above 

maximum expected level of solids. 

 
15. Discharge line should be fitted with properly 

sized pressure relief valve to protect both pump 

and discharge system. Pressure relief valve 

outlet should be piped back to the supply tank. 

 
16. When a by-pass system is used to control flow 

from the pump, the bypassed fluid should be 

piped back to the suction vessel to  prevent    

heat build-up due to recirculation. If it is 

absolutely necessary to pipe by-pass back to 

the pump suction line, the point of entry should 

be at least 10 pipe diameters away from the 

suction inlet. Provision for cooling should be 

made in the event of excessive heat buildup 

through fluid recirculation. 

 
17. Where pumped fluids may solidify, crystallize, 

precipitate etc., provision should be made to 

thoroughly flush pump and piping prior to 

periods of shutdown. Pay particular attention to 

proper flushing and draining of the magnetic 

coupling area because this area will not self-

drain. There is a drain plug in the front housing 

for access to this area. 

OPERATION 
 
1.   Prior to operation, make sure all suction piping is 

airtight and clean. Check that electrical service to 

motor agrees with name plate ratings. Jog to 

check rotation and for signs of binding. To check 

rotation, observe the motor fan. Rewire motor if 

necessary. 

 

2.  Isochem Gear pumps are designed to handle   

clear fluids at viscosities up to 

500,000 SSU (100,000 CPS). 

 
• No gear pump should be run dry. Damage 

to wear surfaces will result. 

 
• Pumping fluids containing abrasives 

should be avoided as accelerated pump 

wear will result. 

 
3.   It is recommended that pumps with metallic drive 

and idler gears not be run with fluids having a 

viscosity less than 500 SSU (1 00 CPS) or at 

speeds greater than1450 RPM. 

 
4.    The pump will self-prime if fluid is supplied at the 

pump inlet. If foot valves are used, the valve 

should be of the flapper type and sized to 

minimize friction loss. 

 
5.   If the pump is to operate near the boiling point of 

the fluid being pumped, a recirculation loop can be 

set up between the drain connection in the  front 

housing and the suction with provisions for  flow 

control in the recirculation loop. 

 
6.  Do not operate the pump against a closed 

discharge. Doing so will cause the magnetic drive 

to decouple. High temperatures will then be 

created which can cause the fluid to boil or 

damage the magnet assemblies. If decoupling 

occurs, stop the motor and restart after the 

obstruction has been cleared. As a safety 

precaution a pressure relief valve by-pass system 

is highly recommended. Ideally the pressure   

relief valve is set for a low pressure for start-up. 

 
7.    Start pump with discharge and suction valves 

open and check for proper operation. Excessive 

noise or vibration is an indication of harmful 

cavitation which is due to insufficient NPSH (Net   

Positive Suction Head). 

 

 Note:   For pumps with Teflon gears and wear plates, 

hand-tighten the rear housing bolts.  Slowly increase 

the speed and pressure. Gradually increase the torque 

value of the housing bolts until the pressure is 

achieved.  Do not exceed the recommended torque 

values.   
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RECOMMENDED TORQUE VALUES 
** Start with hand tightening and then tighten up to recommended Torque valve. ** 

 

Pump Model Bolt Position Bolt size 
Recommended Torque  

in-lbs. (Nm.) 

GMC2 

Rear Housing Bolts 10x32 30 (3.4) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GMC4 

Rear Housing Bolts 10x32 30 (3.4) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GMC6 

Rear Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GMC8 

Rear Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GMH6 

Rear Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x20 60 (6.8) 

Containment Can Ring Bolts 1/4x20 80 (9.04) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GMH8 

Rear Housing Bolts 1/4x28 60 (6.8) 

Front Housing Bolts 1/4x20 60 (6.8) 

Containment Can Ring Bolts 1/4x20 80 (9.04) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

GM12 

Rear Housing Bolts 5/16x18 132 (14.9) 

Front Housing Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

Containment Can Ring Bolts 1/4x20 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 5/16x18 132 (14.9) 

GM16 

Rear Housing Bolts 5/16x18 132 (14.9) 

Front Housing Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 

Containment Can Ring Bolts 1/4x20 60 (6.8) 

Motor Bolts 3/8x16 120 (13.5) 
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 MAINTENANCE 
 

The timing for maintenance of the pump is 

established primarily on past performance. Each 

installation is different. Therefore, detailed 

maintenance records of past performance can be 

invaluable for determining future preventative 

maintenance intervals. For motor maintenance 

instructions consult the motor manufacturer. 

 
CAUTION 

 
Before performing any maintenance requiring 

pump disassembly, be sure to flush and drain 

pump/magnetic drive thoroughly with a 

neutralizing fluid.  Wear protective clothing and 

handle equipment with proper care. 

or otherwise abnormal operation, first refer to 

the troubleshooting section. If the problem 

cannot be resolved the pump must be 

inspected for wear or damage. Isochem pumps 

can be easily opened for cleaning and 

inspection without disturbing piping connections 

by removing the pump rear housing. 

 
Where inspection shows wear, rebuilding the 

pump using an Isochem KOPKit is strongly 

recommended. Where pumps are equipped    

with two metallic or plastic gears, replacement 

with a new set is preferred. Pumps having a 

metallic drive gear and plastic idler gear can 

often be restored to original performance by 

replacing the idler gear alone. 

 
Note: Extended life bearings must be used 

only with extended life shafts.
 

1.  When changing a pump from one service to   

another, be sure to check that all wetted parts 

of the pump are compatible with the fluid to be 

handled and that the motor is sufficiently    

sized for the application. If in doubt, contact   

your Isochem representative. 

 
2.    All Isochem pumps transmit rotation from the   

motor shaft to the pump shaft by means of a 

magnetic drive coupling. The principle of 

operation of the magnetic drive coupling is that 

an encapsulated driven magnet assembly is 

mounted on the end of the pump shaft. It is 

then contained by a closed end "can" which 

seals against the pump front housing with a 

static Teflon O- ring. Then a drive magnet 

assembly attached to an electric motor shaft 

rotates around the containment can. When the 

drive magnet assembly rotates, lines of 

magnetic force cause the driven magnet 

assembly to rotate which in turn causes the 

pump shaft to rotate. 

 
All magnetic drive couplings have a specific   

maximum torque limit. If this torque is 

exceeded the drive will decouple. Operation in 

the decoupled mode should be avoided as high 

temperatures could be generated. 

 
3.    Whenever gear pumps exhibit reduced flow 

rates, inability to maintain pressures, noisy 
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RECOMMENDED SPARES 

 
KOPKits. The basic Isochem KOPKit consists 

of the following parts which are recommended 

as spares: 

 
Drive Shaft 

Idler Shaft 

Drive Gear 

Idler Gear 

Drive Keys 

Bearings 

Wear Plates 

Bearing Lock Pins 

Magnet Retaining Rings  

Drive Gear Retaining Rings 

Idler Gear Retaining Rings 

Housing O-Rings 

Can O-Ring 

 
A KOPKit is completely identified by placing the 

letter "K" before the pump significant model 

number and deleting the hyphens. Example:    

A KOPKit for a GMC6-ACC-KKO pump would 

be designated as KGMC6ACCKKO. 
 

 
4.  General maintenance precautions to observe 

are: 

 
• Drain and flush pump and magnetic drive 

before any pump disassembly. Access to 

the magnetic drive area is provided by a 

drain connection in the pump main cover. 

 
• The exposed magnets on the drive 

magnet assembly are very fragile and will 

chip easily. Use extreme care in handling 

them. 

 
• Don't wear a wristwatch in the vicinity of 

the drive or driven magnets as it may be 

damaged. 

 
• Take care to avoid particles or objects 

from attaching themselves to the drive 

magnets. It is difficult to remove small 

particles and larger objects could be 

attracted with enough force to break the 

magnets. 

 

• Be careful during disassembly and 

reassembly of the drive and driven 

magnet assemblies. Assembly and 

disassembly can best be described as a 

feat of strength. The attraction forces 

are high and when the magnets come close 

together there is a strong tendency to snap 

together suddenly, possibly causing 

pinching or worse to fingers. The attraction 

forces are strongest on the GMC12 and 

GMC16 pumps. Your representative is fully 

equipped and prepared to provide 

maintenance support. See Figure 2. 
 
 
 

 
 

5.   Caution. Do not machine the magnets in the   

drive or driven magnet assemblies. The dust 

that would be produced is highly inflammable. 

 
6.    The significant model number stamped on the 

pump nameplate, identifies the pump type and 

other details. Refer to the significant model 

number chart if you are unsure of exactly what 

type of pump you have. 

 
Always refer to the full model and serial 

number in any correspondence with your 

Isochem representative. Drawings and a 

consolidated bill of materials for each Isochem 

pump are included in this manual. 

Recommended spare parts are denoted on the 

consolidated bill of materials. 
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GMC2 & GMC4 SERIES 

 
REFERENCE DRAWING: SD2579 

 
DISASSEMBLY 

 
1.    Close discharge and suction valves. 

 
2.  Disconnect power source to motor. 

 
3.   Flush and drain pump then remove pump from 

the piping.  Do not forget to drain the can area 

through the front housing drain plug (Item 27). 

 
4.   Remove motor bolts (Item 25). Metric motors 

use an extra motor adaptor (Item 29) and 

require that the adaptor bolts (Item 30) be 

removed first. 

 
5.   Separate the motor and casing (Item 20) by 

pulling them apart. This will take physical force 

because you are pulling against the magnetic 

attraction of the drive to the driven magnet. Do 

not pry but pull straight apart. 

 
6.  Do not remove the drive magnet assembly 

(Item 21) from the motor unless it or the motor 

are to be replaced. This will make reassembly 

easier later. The drive magnet assembly is 

removed by loosening the setscrews (Item 24) 

and sliding it off the motor shaft. 

 
7.  Remove the recessed front housing bolts (Item   

26). You must first remove the protective plug.   

This will allow the casing and can (Item 19) to 

be separated from the front housing (Item 3).     

Note: Any remaining fluid left in the can will 

now drain out. 

 
8.  Remove the retaining ring (Item 14) on the end 

of the pump drive shaft (Item 4) and slide the 

driven magnet assembly (Item 18) off the drive 

shaft. The key (Item 8) and other retaining ring 

can also now be removed. 

 
9.    Remove the housing nuts (Item 16) and the 

rear housing (Item 1). 

 
10.  Remove the center housing (Item 2). The 

gears (Items 6, 7) and wear plates (Item 

11) are now accessible and can readily be 

removed along with the drive and idler shafts 

(Items 4, 5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

11.  The gears can be removed from the shafts by 

removing one of the retaining rings and sliding 

the gear off the shaft. 

 
12.  Inspect all parts for signs of wear or damage. 

The maximum diametrical clearance (bearing 

I.D. - shaft O.D.). that is acceptable is .010 

inches (.254mm). Shafts and bearings that are 

scored or worn must be replaced. Gears and 

wear plates with excessive wear or scoring 

must also be replaced. 

 
13.  Clean all parts before reassembly. 

REASSEMBLY 

1.    Install the drive and idler gear (Items 6, 7) onto 

their respective shafts (Items 4, 5) using keys   

(Item 8) and retaining rings (Item 14). Take 

care not to scratch the shafts when installing 

the rings. Check the ends of the rings for sharp 

burrs. If a plastic and metal gear set are being 

used, the plastic gear is always the idler gear. 

 
2.    With the housing pins (Item 13) in the locator 

holes in the front housing (Item 3) and new O-

rings (Item 12) installed in the center housing, 

assemble on the center housing (Item 2). 

 
3.  Install a pair of wear plates (Item 11) and the 

shaft assemblies. 

 
4.  Next install another pair of wear plates, housing 

pins, and the rear housing (Item 1). Install the 

housing bolts (Item 15) and nuts (Item 16) and 

tighten. 

 
5.   Install the following parts onto the pump drive 

shaft in the order listed: retaining ring (Item 14), 

key (Item 8), Driven magnet assembly (Item 18) 

with the short hub side towards the front 

housing and retaining ring. (Item 14). 

 
6.  Place a new O-ring (Item 28) onto the pilot on 

the front housing and place the can (Item 19) 

over the O-ring. Next pilot the casing (Item 20) 

over the can and thread in hand tight the front   

housing bolts (Item 26). Gradually and evenly 

tighten the front housing bolts to draw the 

casing and front housing together. Take care 

not to pinch the O-ring.  Replace the protective 

plugs.
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7.    Install the drive magnet assembly (Item 21) 

onto the motor shaft to the dimension shown in 

Figure 4. If the motor is metric install the motor 

adaptor (Item 29) using motor bolts (Item 25) to 

the motor at this time. Also install the drive 

magnet assembly onto the motor shaft until it 

butts up against the shoulder on the motor 

shaft. Tighten the drive magnet setscrews (Item 

24) to 35-inch lbs. (395 Ncm).  

 

 
8.  Carefully assemble the motor/drive magnet 

assembly to the pump casing. Be careful not   

to chip the drive magnets when slipping them 

over the can or to pinch your fingers when the 

two assemblies snap together. The use of (4) 

assembly guide pins (Part #79637) is 

suggested. Use guide pin (Part #49639) for 

metric motors. See Figure 2. Install motor bolts 

(Item 25) or adaptor bolts (Item 30) for metric 

motors. 

9.  Reinstall pump in system, open inlet 

and discharge valves and start pump. Monitor 

pump    for 5-10 minutes for signs of binding, 

excessive   noise and motor amperage draw. 

Check performance. If problems are 

encountered refer to the Troubleshooting 

Section. 

 
GMC6 & GMC8 SERIES REFERENCE 

DRAWINGS: SD2580 

DISASSEMBLY 

 
1.    Close discharge and suction valves. 

 
2.  Disconnect power source to motor. 

 
3.   Flush and drain pump then remove pump from 

the piping. Do not forget to drain the can area 

through the front housing drain plug (Item 27). 

 
4.   Remove the four casing bolts (Item 35) which

 are orientated vertically and horizontally.
 Do not remove the motor bolts (Item 23) or the 
recessed front housing bolts (Item 26) which 
have protective plugs and are orientated at 45° 
to vertical and horizontal, at this time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
5.  Separate the spool and casing (Item 20) by 

pulling them apart. This will take physical force 
because you are pulling against the magnetic   
attraction of the drive to the driven magnet. Do 
not pry but pull straight apart. 

 
6.  Do not remove the drive magnet assembly 
 (Item 21) from the motor unless it or the motor 

are to be replaced. This will make reassembly 
easier later. The drive magnet assembly is 
removed by loosening the setscrews (Item 24) 
and sliding it off the motor shaft. Access to the 
setscrews is provided through hole in the spool. 
Remove the spool from the motor at this time if 
desired. 

 
7.  Remove the recessed front housing bolts. You must   
 first remove the protective plug. This will allow the  

casing and can (Item 19) to be separated from the  
front housing (Item 3). Note: Any remaining fluid  
left in the can will now drain out. 

 
8.    Remove the retaining ring (Item 14) on the 
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end of the pump drive shaft (Item 4) and slide 

the driven magnet assembly (Item 18) off the 

drive shaft. The key (Item 8) and other retaining 

ring can also now be removed. 

 
9.    Remove the housing nuts (Item 16) and the 

rear housing (Item 1). 

 
10.  Remove the center housing (Item 2). The 

gears (Items 6, 7) and wear plates (Item 11) 

are now accessible and can readily be 

removed along with the drive and idler shafts 

(Item 4, 5). 

 
11.  The gears can be removed from the shafts by 

removing one of the retaining rings and sliding 

the gear off the shaft. 

 
12.  Inspect all parts for signs of wear or damage. 

The maximum diametrical clearance (bearing 

J.D. - shaft 0.0.) that is acceptable is .010 

inches (.254mm). Shafts and bearings that are 

scored or worn must be replaced. Gears and 

wear plates with excessive wear or scoring 

must also be replaced. 

 
13.  Clean all parts before reassembly. 

REASSEMBLY 

1.    Install the drive and idler gear (Items 6, 7) onto 

their respective shafts (Items 4, 5) using keys 

(Item 8) and retaining rings (Item 14). Take 

care not to scratch the shafts when installing 

the rings. Check the ends of the rings for sharp 

burrs. If a plastic and metal gear set are being 

used, the plastic gear is always the idler gear. 

 
2.  With the housing pins (Item 13) in the locator 

holes in the front housing (Item 3) and new O- 

rings (Item 12) installed in the center housing, 

assemble on the center housing (Item 2). 

 
3.  Install a pair of wear plates (Item 11) and the 

shaft assemblies. 

 
4.  Next install another pair of wear plates, housing 

pins and the rear housing (Item 1). Install the 

housing bolts (Item 15) and nuts (Item 16) and 

tighten. 

 
5.   Install the following parts onto the pump drive 

shaft in the order listed: retaining ring (Item 14), 

key (Item 8), driven magnet assembly    

   (Item 18) with the short, hub

side towards the front housing and retaining ring. 

(Item 14). Note: Only new retaining rings should 

be used on the driven magnet end due to the 

bending required at disassembly. Use caution 

not to bend these rings during assembly. 

 
6.  Place a new O-ring (Item 28) onto the pilot on 

the front housing and place the can (Item 19) 

over the O-ring. Next pilot the casing (Item 20) 

over the can and thread in hand tight the front   

housing bolts (Item 26). Gradually and evenly 

tighten the front housing bolts to draw the 

casing and front housing together. Take care 

not to pinch the O-ring. Replace the protective 

plugs. 

 
7.    Install the spool (Item 29) onto the motor. 

Then install the drive magnet assembly (Item   

21) onto the motor shaft to the dimension 

shown in Figure 3. If the motor is metric slide 

the drive magnet assembly onto the motor shaft   

until it butts up against the shoulder on the 

motor shaft. Tighten the drive magnet 

setscrews (Item 24) through the hole provided 

in the spool to 75-inch lbs. (847 Ncm).  

 
8.  Carefully assemble the motor/spool/drive 

magnet assembly to the pump casing. Be 

careful not to chip the drive magnets when 

slipping them over the can or to pinch your 

fingers when the two assemblies snap together.   

The use of (4) assembly guide pins (Part # 

49639) is suggested. Use guide pin (Part # 

49656) for metric motors. See Figure 2.    

Install casing bolts (Item 35). 

 
9.  Reinstall pump in system, open inlet and 

discharge valves and start pump. Monitor pump   

for 5-10 minutes for signs of binding, excessive     

noise and motor amperage draw. Check 

performance. If problems are encountered refer 

to the Troubleshooting Section. 
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GMH8 & GMC12/16 SERIES 

 
REFERENCE DRAWINGS: SD-2776, SD-2777, 

SD-2781 

 
DISASSEMBLY 

 
1.    Close discharge and suction valves. 

 
2.  Disconnect power source to motor. 

 
3.     Flush and drain pump then remove pump from 

the piping. Do not forget to drain the can area 

through the front housing drain plug (Item 62 or 

63). 

 
4.  Remove the bolts (Item 22) which fasten the 

front housing (Item 1) to the adaptor (Item 36).  

Then separate the pump from the adaptor by 

pulling them apart. This will take physical force 

because you are pulling against the magnetic 

attraction of the drive to the driven magnet. Do 

not pry but pull straight apart. Jack out screw 

tapped holes are provided on the front housing 

to aid in separating the front housing from the 

adaptor. 

 
5.   Do not remove the drive magnet assembly 

(items 31,32) or the drive magnet holder from 

the motor unless it or the motor are to be 

replaced. This will make reassembly easier 

later. The drive magnet assembly is removed 

by removing the holder screws (Item 33) then 

carefully pulling the magnet assembly off the 

holder. Note: the magnets are very fragile and 

can be easily damaged by rough handling. The 

drive magnet holder (Item 30) can be removed 

by loosening the setscrews (Item 35) and 

sliding it off the motor shaft or power-frame as 

appropriate. Access to the setscrews for the 

GMH8 is provided through the slot in the 

adaptor. The setscrews for the GMC12/16 drive 

magnet holder can only be accessed by 

unbolting the power frame assembly from the 

adaptor and pulling it out the back of the 

adaptor. 

 
6.    The next step is to remove the containment can 

ring screws (Item 29) and can ring (Item 28). If 

the pump has the double can option remove the 

nipples (Item 66) first, then the double can (Item 

27). The double can has an integral can ring 

welded to it. Now the containment can (Item 26) 

can be removed from the pump. 

7.    The driven magnet assembly (Item 24) can be 

removed by carefully prying the retaining ring 

(Item 10) from the end of the pump drive shaft 

(Item 4). The driven magnet can then be 

removed from the shaft along with the coupling 

keys (Item 21) and other retaining ring. 

 
8.  Remove the housing bolts (Item 18) and the 

rear housing (Item 3). 

 
9.    Remove the center housing (Item 2). The gears 

(Items 6, 7) and wear plates (Item 15) are now 

accessible and can readily be removed along   

with the drive and idler shafts (Items 4, 5). 

 
10.  The gears can be removed from the shafts by 

removing one of the retaining rings and sliding 

the gear off the shaft. 

 
11.  Inspect all parts for signs of wear or damage. 

The maximum diametrical clearance (bearing    

I.D. - shaft O.D.) that is acceptable is .010 

inches (.254 mm). Shafts and bearings that are 

scored or worn must be replaced. Gears and 

wear plates with excessive wear or scoring 

must also be replaced. 

 
12.  Clean all parts before reassembly. 

 

 
 
 
GMH8 & GMC12/16 SERIES 

 
REFERENCE DRAWINGS: SD-2776, SD-2777, 

SD-2781 

 
REASSEMBLY 

 

 
 
1.    Install the drive and idler gear (Items 6, 7) onto 

their respective shafts (Items 4, 5) using keys 

(Item 8, 9) and retaining rings (item 10, 11). 

Take care not to scratch the shafts when 

installing the rings. Check the ends of the   

rings for sharp burrs. If a plastic and metal gear 

are being used the plastic gear is always the 

idler gear. 

 

2.  With the housing pins (Item 17) in the locator 

holes in the front housing (Item 1) and new O-

rings (Item 16) installed in the center housing 

(Item 2), assemble on the center housing. 

 
3.  Install a pair of wear plates (Item 15) and the 

shaft assemblies. 
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4.  Next install another pair of wear plates, housing 

pins and the rear housing (Item 3). Install the 

housing bolts (Item 18) and tighten. 

 
5.    Install the following parts onto the pump drive 

shaft in the order listed: retaining ring (Item 10), 

keys (Item 21), driven magnet assembly (Item 

24) with the short hub side towards the front 

housing and retaining ring. Note: Only new 

retaining rings should be used on the driven 

magnet end due to the bending required at 

disassembly. Use caution not to bend these 

rings during assembly. 

 

 Note: when installing the driven magnet, it must be 

set 0.29” below the motor shaft’s surface, as shown 

in the image below.  

  
 
6.  Place a new O-ring (Item 25) into the groove in 

the front housing. Then install the containment 

can (Item 26) over the driven magnet assembly. 

Next slide the can ring (Item 28) over the can 

and install screws (Item 29). If pump is equipped 

with a double can, install an additional O-ring 

(Item 25) then the double can assembly (Item 

27) instead of the can ring. Also, at this time 

install pipe plugs (Item 66). 

 
7.  If the pump is a GMC12 or GMC16, reinstall the 

guide pins (Item 39) at this time if they had been 

previously removed. If pump is a GMH8 

fabricate guide pins by cutting off the head of 

some 1 /4-20 bolts and screwing them into the 

front housing. The purpose of these guide pins is 

to guide the pump assembly into the adaptor 

(Item 36). The attractive force of the magnetic 

assemblies is so great that it is not possible to 

slowly insert the pump into the adaptor. The 

GMC12 and GMC16 pumps have springs (Item 

40) which cushion the impact when inserting the 

pump assembly into the adaptor. Note: Great 

care must be used when assembling pump to 

adaptor so that your fingers are not pinched. 

Install pump assembly into adaptor at this time. 

 
8.  Install bolts (Item 22). Turn motor or power-

frame input shaft by hand to check for free 

rotation without binding. 

 
9.    Reinstall pump in system, open inlet and discharge valves 

and check for leaks. Start pump. Monitor pump for 5-10 

minutes for signs of binding, excessive noise, and high 

motor amperage draw. Check performance. If problems are 

encountered refer to the Troubleshooting Section. 

 

BOLT-ON THERMAL JACKETS 

INSTALLATION 

The following tools are required: 

 
• Suitable   wrenches (open end, socket   or adjustable) to 

bolt jacket halves together. 7/16, 9/16- or 3/4-inch wrench 

sizes. Bolts provided with jacket. 

 

• Heat transfer cement (Thermon "standard grade" or 

equivalent) to fill any slight clearance between the interior 

surface of the bolt-on jacket and the exterior surface of 

the pump. 

 

• A suitable mason's trowel to apply heat transfer cement 

to the interior surface of the jacket. 

 

• Damp paper towels or rags for clean-up. 

 
1.    Install the Isochem pump that is to be jacketed in the 

process line. 

 
2.  Visually inspect pump to be jacketed and remove any 

foreign material, packing lists, or identification tags which 

might come between inner jacket surface and the pump. 

Note: Pumps that have painted surfaces require no 

special preparation. Paint should be dry. 

 
3.   Check for proper fit of the bolt-on jacket halves by 

removing bolts which hold the halves together, and place 

both halves around pump. Normally there is slight 

clearance between the inner jacket surface and the 

pump. 

 
4.   Remove jacket halves from the pump and lay them on a 

clean, dry, work area, inner surfaces face up. 

 
5.    With a trowel, coat the inner surfaces of the    jacket 

halves with heat transfer cement. Coating should be 

approximately 1/8 to 1/4 inch (3-6mm) thick. Also dab a 

small quantity of the cement on the back of the pump 

flanges in three or four places. 

 
6.  Place jacket halves with heat transfer cement on pump 

and press firmly in place. Bolt jacket halves together with 

jacket bolts removed in Step 3. 

 
7.    Tighten bolts alternately to assure snug, even seating of 

jacket halves on the pump. 

 

NOTE: As bolts are tightened alternately excess heat 
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transfer cement will extrude from edges of 

jackets and at flange interfaces.  Remove this 

excess cement with trowel. 

 
8.  Use damp rags or paper towels to clean any 

excess heat transfer cement from installation. 

Make sure there is no heat transfer cement on     

threads of valve stems. 

 
9.    Allow heat transfer cement to dry for 24 hours 

above 32°F (0°C) before applying heating 

medium to the bolt-on jacket. 

 
REMOVAL 

 
The following tools are required: 

 
• Rubber or plastic mallet to dislodge jacket halves 

from heat transfer cement and pump. 

 

• Suitable wrenches (open-end, socket or 
adjustable) to remove bolts holding jacket halves 
on pump. 

 

• A hand chisel to remove any chunks of heat 

transfer cement that adhered to the inner 

surfaces of the bolt-on jacket. 

 
1.   Turn off heating medium supply and allow 

jacket/pump to cool to ambient temperature. 

Remove heating medium jump-overs from 

jacket halves with suitable wrenches. NOTE: If 

jacket halves are being removed to repair the 

pump or replace it with an identical component 

and flexible metal houses are used as jump-

overs, it is normally unnecessary to remove the 

jump-overs. Work on the pump can proceed 

with the jacket halves dislodged from the pump 

while the heating medium jump-overs remain 

connected to the drain and supply jacket. 

 
2.  Remove bolts holding jacket halves on the 

pump. Tap the jacket halves lightly with a 

rubber or plastic mallet to dislodge them from 

the pump. NOTE: Jacket halves may be pried 

apart with a screwdriver or hand chisel, but this 

should be done very carefully with only nominal 

force. 

 
3.  In most instances, the heat transfer cement 

adheres to the pump and not the inner surfaces 

of the jacket. The cement can be easily chipped 

away from the pump surface with a hand chisel. 

Any chunks of the heat transfer cement 

adhering to the inner surface of the jacket 

halves should be removed also. Residual 

traces of heat transfer cement on the inner 

surfaces of the jacket halves need not be 

removed. These traces neither affect a good fit 

nor inhibit good thermal performance. 

 

4.  When inside surfaces of jacket halves are 

clean, the jacket is ready for re-use. If the gear 

pump is to be repaired and reused, be sure to 

remove heat transfer cement adhering to its 

surface before reinstalling the bolt-on jacket. 

 
PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY 

REFERENCE DRAWING: SD2582 

GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

 
1.    Fill power-frame oil cup (Item 4) to about 

1/6 inch (2mm) from the top of the cup. Use 

standard motor oil SAE 1OW-40, 1OW-30 or 

5W-30. 

 
2.   Drain and change oil after every 2000 hrs. of 

operation. Sooner if water or other 

contamination occurs. 

 
DISASSEMBLY 

 
1.    Remove bearing cap bolts (Items 9). 

 
2.  Slide bearing cap (Item 3) out of housing 

(Item 1) and over end of shaft (Item 2). 

 
3.    Remove shaft/bearing assembly by sliding out 

of housing. 

 
REASSEMBLY 

 
1.    Press new bearings (Items 6, 10) onto shaft 

(Item 2) if replacement is required. 

 
2.   Press new oil seals (Item 7) into housing  

 (Item 1) and bearing cap (Item 3). Apply grease 

to seal lips. 

 
3.  Slide shaft/bearing assembly into power-frame 

housing. 

 
4. Determine the correct gasket (Item 5) quantity  

Necessary to obtain an end play of .000-.004  

inches (0-.10mm). 

 
5.   Replace bearing cap bolts (Items #9) and 

tighten. 
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I DIFFICULTY  I PROBABLE CAUSE  I REMEDY
 

NO LIQUID DELIVERED 1. Pump not primed. 

2. Suction and/or discharge valve 

closed. 

3. Wrong direction or rotation. 

4. Suction plugged. 
5. Air leak in suction. 

6. Suction lift too high. 

7. Motor incorrectly wired. 
8. Magnetic coupling decoupled. 

1. Prime pump. 

2. Open valves. 

3. Reverse rotation 

4. Eliminate plug. 
5. Locate and repair leak. 

6.  Do not exceed vapor pressure of 
liquid. 

7. Check wiring diagram. 

8.  Stop motor, eliminate discharge 
blockage or foreign matter jamming 
gears and restart. If no blockage 
exists, verify motor supply voltage is 
correct and restart. 

 

LOW LIQUID DELIVERY 
 

1.  Discharge pressure higher than 

expected. 

2. Air leak in suction. 
3. Rotational speed incorrect. 
4. Inlet obstructed or clogged. 
5. Liquid viscosity higher than 

expected. 

6. Leaky relief valve. 

7. Insufficient suction pressure. 
8. Worn or damaged internal parts. 

 

1.  Reduce pressure. 

2. Locate and repair leak. 
3. Check speed and wiring 

4. Remove restriction 
5. Thin liquid or accept lower flow. 

6. Correctly set or repair relief valve. 

7. Increase suction pressure. 
8.     Inspect and repair as required. 

 

PUMP GRADUALLY 

LOSES PRIME 

 

1. Air leak in suction 

2. Suction lift too high. 
3. Air or gas in liquid. 
4. Pump worn or damaged. 

 

1. Locate and repair leak. 

2. Increase suction pressure. 

3. Eliminate air or gas. 
4. Inspect and repair as required. 

 

PUMP NOISY 
 

1. Pump cavitating. 

2. Pump worn or damaged. 
3. Air or gas in liquid. 
4. Foreign particles in liquid. 

 

1.  Increase suction pressure to provide 

sufficient NPSH 

2. Inspect and repair as required. 
3. Eliminate air or gas. 
4. Install (or clean) strainer in inlet pipe. 

 

MOTOR RUNS HOT OR 

OVERLOADS 

 

1. It is normal for motors to feel hot 

even when not overloading. 

2. Discharge pressure too high. 

3. Liquid viscosity higher than 

expected. 

4. Rotational speed too high. 
5. Binding internal pump parts. 

6. Motor wired incorrectly. 

 

1. Check motor amp draw to be sure. 

2. Lower pressure. Check pressure relief 

valve setting and for defective 
discharge pressure gauge. 

3. Thin liquid or install larger motor. 

4. Reduce speed. 
5.  Inspect and correct condition. 

6.     Check   wiring diagram. 

   

 

 TROUBLESHOOTING 
 

I 
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   ISOCHEM GMC6 SERIES PUMP 
CONSOLIDATED B / M 

SECTION: 
PAGE: 
DATE REV.: 
SUPERSEDES: 

MODEL GMC6 
206 
04 / 14 / 21 
06 / 24 / 14 

 

          
   STANDARD PUMP MATERIAL  

   316 SS 
(A, K, OR U) 

ALLOY C 
(C, M, OR V) 

ALLOY 20 
(D, N, OR W) 

 

  DESCRIPTION QTY PART NUMBER MATERIAL PART NUMBER MATERIAL PART NUMBER MATERIAL ITEM           

POSITION 8 
MAGNETIC COUPLING 
COMPONENTS 

        

COMMON 
PARTS 

   HOUSING, FRONT 1 40144 316SS 40145 ALLOY C 40148 ALLOY 20 3 

   DRIVEN MAGNET ASSY 1 49738 316SS 49739 ALLOY C 49740 ALLOY 20 18 

   CONTAINMENT CAN 1 49672 316SS 49605 ALLOY C 49605 ALLOY C 19 

   CASING 1 49610 ALUMINUM 49610 ALUMINUM 49610 ALUMINUM 20 

# O-RING, FRONT 
HOUSING 

1 W209729-TFE TFE W209729-TFE TFE W209729-TFE TFE 28 

   BOLT, FRONT HOUSING 4 W770198-188 188 SS W770198-188 188 SS W770198-188 188 SS 26 

   PLUG, 1/8" NPT *2 W772565-316 316SS 52301 ALLOY C 52300 ALLOY 20 27           
56C FRAME COMPONENTS                 

F 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 56C FR 

1 49731 STEEL 49731 STEEL 49731 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23           
140TC FRAME COMPONENTS                 

O 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 140TC FR 

1 49732 STEEL 49732 STEEL 49732 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23           
182 / 4TC FRAME COMPONENTS                 

R 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 182 / 4TC 

1 NG200057-STL STEEL NG200057-STL STEEL NG200057-STL STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23 

   ADAPTOR, MOTOR  182 / 
4TC 

1 NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM 23 

   ADAPTOR, SCREW 4 NP999006-STL STEEL NP999006-STL STEEL NP999006-STL STEEL 23           
80 METRIC FRAME COMPONENTS                 

K 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 80 FR 

1 49733 STEEL 49733 STEEL 49733 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49727 ALUMINUM 49727 ALUMINUM 49727 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 NP990415-STL STEEL NP990415-STL STEEL NP990415-STL STEEL 23           
90 METRIC FRAME COMPONENTS                 

L 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 90 FR 

1 49734 STEEL 49734 STEEL 49734 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49728 ALUMINUM 49728 ALUMINUM 49728 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 NP990478-STL STEEL NP990478-STL STEEL NP990478-STL STEEL 23           

 *COMPONENT QUANTITY MAY BE CUMULATIVE 
OVER ENTIRE B / M 

    DWG: GM6P206  

 
# DENOTES 
RECOMMENDED SPARE 
PART 
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   ISOCHEM GMC8 SERIES PUMP 
CONSOLIDATED B / M 

SECTION: 
PAGE: 
DATE REV.: 
SUPERSEDES: 

MODEL GMC8 
206 
04 / 14 / 21 
06 / 24 / 14 

 

          
   STANDARD PUMP MATERIAL  

   316 SS 
(A, K, OR U) 

ALLOY C 
(C, M, OR V) 

ALLOY 20 
(D, N, OR W) 

 

  DESCRIPTION QTY PART NUMBER MATERIAL PART NUMBER MATERIAL PART NUMBER MATERIAL ITEM           

POSITION 8 
   MAGNETIC COUPLING 
COMPONENTS 

        

COMMON 
PARTS 

   HOUSING, FRONT 1 40144 316 SS 40145 ALLOY C 40148 ALLOY 20 3 

   DRIVEN MAGNET ASSY 1 49738 316 SS 49739 ALLOY C 49740 ALLOY 20 18 

   CONTAINMENT CAN 1 49672 316 SS 49605 ALLOY C 49605 ALLOY C 19 

   CASING 1 49610 ALUMINUM 49610 ALUMINUM 49610 ALUMINUM 20 

# O-RING, FRONT HOUSING 1 W209729-TFE TFE W209729-TFE TFE W209729-TFE TFE 28 

   BOLT, FRONT HOUSING 4 W770198-188 188 SS W770198-188 188 SS W770198-188 188 SS 26 

   PLUG, 1/8" NPT *2 W772565-316 316 SS 52301 ALLOY C 52300 ALLOY 20 27           
56C FRAME COMPONENTS         

F 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 56C FR 

1 49731 STEEL 49731 STEEL 49731 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23           
140TC FRAME COMPONENTS         

O 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 140TC FR 

1 49732 STEEL 49732 STEEL 49732 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23           
182/4 TC FRAME COMPONENTS         

R 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 56C FR 

1 NG200057-STL STEEL NG200057-STL STEEL NG200057-STL STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 49627 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL W770424-STL STEEL 23 

   ADAPTOR, MOTOR 1 NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM NG110018-ALU ALUMINUM -- 

   BOLT, ADAPTOR 4 NP999006-STL STEEL NP999006-STL STEEL NP999006-STL STEEL --           
80 METRIC FRAME COMPONENTS         

K 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 80 FR 

1 49733 STEEL 49733 STEEL 49733 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49727 ALUMINUM 49727 ALUMINUM 49727 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 NP990415-STL STEEL NP990415-STL STEEL NP990415-STL STEEL 23           
90 METRIC FRAME COMPONENTS         

L 

   DRIVE MAGNET 
ASSEMBLY, 90 FR 

1 49734 STEEL 49734 STEEL 49734 STEEL 21 

   MOTOR SPOOL 1 49728 ALUMINUM 49728 ALUMINUM 49728 ALUMINUM 29 

   BOLT, CASING 4 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 16722 STEEL 35 

   BOLT, MOTOR 4 NP990478-STL STEEL NP990478-STL STEEL NP990478-STL STEEL 23 

           

 *COMPONENT QUANTITY MAY BE CUMULATIVE OVER ENTIRE 
B / M 

    DWG: GM8P206  

 # DENOTES RECOMMENDED 
SPARE PART 
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